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Abstract

One the most important archived legal material in the UK is the video recordings of Supreme Court hearings and their
corresponding judgements. The impact of Supreme Court published material extends far beyond the parties involved
in any given case as it provides landmark rulings on points of law of the greatest public and constitutional importance.
Typically, transcripts of legal hearings are lengthy, making it time-consuming for legal professionals to analyse crucial
arguments. This study focuses on summarising the second phase of a collaborative research-industrial project aimed
at creating an automatic tool designed to connect sections of written judgements with relevant moments in Supreme
Court hearing videos, streamlining access to critical information. Acting as a User-Interface (UI) platform, the tool
enhances access to justice by pinpointing significant moments in the videos, aiding in comprehension of the final
judgement. We make available the initial dataset of judgement-hearing pairs for legal Information Retrieval research,
and elucidate our use of AI generative technology to enhance it. Additionally, we demonstrate how fine-tuning GPT
text embeddings to our dataset optimises accuracy for an automated linking system tailored to the legal domain.

Keywords: Information Retrieval Dataset, Legal Information Retrieval, Embedding Customisation

1. Introduction
The UK Supreme Court (UKSC) shares live streams
and archived recordings of courtroom proceedings,
alongside written verdicts for resolved cases. This
initiative primarily aims to enhance public accessi-
bility to and comprehension of the UKSC’s opera-
tions. As the highest court in the UK, the decisions
made by the Supreme Court play a pivotal role in
shaping the landscape of British law. Additionally,
the court’s rulings are invaluable for preparing new
cases, offering direction for appeals, supporting
legal education, and influencing future policy deci-
sions.
Nonetheless, there are two primary challenges hin-
dering the utilisation of this extensive resource to
deepen understanding of the legal system and en-
hance access to justice. Firstly, the video content
pertaining to a case often extends across numerous
hours and multiple days, posing a significant time
and effort investment for legal practitioners aiming
to extract pertinent information tailored to their re-
quirements. Secondly, the current demand for legal
transcriptions is predominantly fulfilled by human
transcribers and is restricted to a select number of
UKSC cases (Sturge, 2021). Consequently, this
renders the recorded material arduous to employ,
whether in textual form or its original audio-visual
presentation.
In this study, we explain the methodology em-
ployed during the second phase of a collaborative
research-industrial endeavour aimed at develop-

ing an integrated system for automatically navigat-
ing segments within UKSC hearing media data,
based on their semantic correlation with specific
paragraph(s) in the corresponding judgement text.
Leveraging the timing metadata of court hearing
transcription segments, we successfully embed
bookmarks within video sessions, linking them to
semantically relevant paragraphs in the judgement
text. The primary goal of this video bookmark-
ing process is to furnish legal professionals and
the general public with an automated navigation
tool. This tool aims to pinpoint arguments and legal
precedents articulated during lengthy hearing ses-
sions, which are particularly pertinent to the judges’
decision-making process in the case.
We also release an annotated dataset of UKSC
case judgements linked to their relevant court hear-
ing session. This dataset is unique for two reasons.
First, it is a document-to-document IR dataset that
establishes links between documents from two dif-
ferent linguistic registers: written (the judgement
text) and spoken (the video transcription). Linguisti-
cally, spoken language is characterised by complex
sentence structures with low lexical density (fewer
high content words per clause), whereas written lan-
guage typically contains simple sentence structures
with high lexical density (more high content words
per clause) (Peters, 2003; Matthiessen and Hall-
iday, 2009). Moreover, the complexity of speech
relates to meta-linguistic elements such as intona-
tion, loudness or quietness, pausing, stress, pitch
range and gestures communicating semantic con-
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Figure 1: User-Interface for Linking Judgement to Bookmarks in Video Court Sessions

notations (Halliday, 2007) . Thus, the linking task
in our case is nontraditional as it needs careful pre-
processing and segmentation of the spoken and
the written datasets to establish accurate semantic
relevance.
Second, the annotation of this dataset is much more
complicated than the typical annotation of semantic
text similarity benchmark datasets like the ones
developed for the Semantic Text Similarity shared
tasks (Cer et al., 2017; Conneau and Kiela, 2018).
In the latter, the annotators usually do not require
domain-knowledge to determine whether there is
semantic linking or not. In contrast, in our use
case finding a semantic link between the judgement
and the court hearing deliberations entails expert
knowledge of UK law.
To give one example, figure 1 shows a snapshot of
the UI we created where a paragraph in the judge-
ment (on the left side) is linked to a particular times-
pan in the court hearing video (on the right side)1.
The judgement segment is deemed relevant to the
court hearing segment as the judgement refers to
‘PART III of the Matrimonial and Family Proceed-
ings Act 1984’ which provides the English court
the power to make amendments to a financial set-
tlement between a married couple after their mar-
riage has been dissolved in a foreign country 2.
The lawyer in the video segment is addressing the
jurisdictional requirements of this Act by trying to
refute a previous judgement’s ‘anti-suit injunction’.
The ‘anti-suit injunction’ means that the judgement
restrains his client from bringing a claim before the
UK courts to amend the inadequate financial provi-
sion on her divorce that was issued by a Nigerian
court. The semantic relevancy annotation of such
segments requires legal-domain knowledge as well
as an understanding of the legal terms used. Our
research project funded the hiring of post-graduate
law researchers to provide relevancy annotations
between judgement segments and court hearing

1Due to space limitations, only part of the court hear-
ing transcript is visible in the figure

2Matrimonial and Family Proceedings Act 1984

transcripts for our compiled datasets.
To summarise, our contributions in this research
are:

(a) We introduce an application of Doc2Doc IR
where the queries and documents are typi-
cally long and come from two distinct linguistic
modes, written and spoken, with legal-specific
jargon and vocabulary.

(b) We compile and release our first publicly avail-
able dataset of UKSC judgement-hearing with
gold-standard relevancy annotations, suitable
for legal IR as well as Doc2Doc IR in general3.

(c) We show that the GPT 3 text embeddings pro-
duce the best results with respect to the IR
document representations and their domain
customisation improves the post-fetching re-
sults.

To explain the process we followed to build our
judgement-hearing linking system and the com-
pilation of our dataset, this paper is divided as
follows: section 2 shows how we compiled and
preprocessed our dataset using a zero-shot IR ap-
proach as a pre-fetching stage. In section 3, we
explain our experiments in training an IR system
on the compiled dataset and will show that domain-
customisation of the GPT latest text embedding
model on our dataset produces the best accuracy
for our relevancy linking model. In section 4, we
conduct an error analysis on a sample of the IR sys-
tem output and we present the feedback received
from stakeholders on the linking tool. In sections 5,
we briefly summarise relevant literature in the field
of legal NLP in general and legal IR in particular.
Finally, in section 6, we write our conclusion on the
experiments conducted as well as our future work
for improving the linking system.

3https://github.com/surrey-nlp/
Linking-Judgements

https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1984/42/part/III
https://github.com/surrey-nlp/Linking-Judgements
https://github.com/surrey-nlp/Linking-Judgements
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2. Data Compilation
We treat the linking of a judgement paragraph(s)
to the relevant timespan transcripts of a video ses-
sion as a Semantic Search task. We first tran-
scribe the video sessions using a custom speech-
to-text language model we developed in stage one
of the project (Saadany et al., 2022) and then
segment the judgement into paragraphs. Para-
graph(s) are treated as a query and the transcript
of the case is the corpus in which we search for
an answer to that query. More formally, given a
judgement segment q and a set of candidate times-
pan transcripts C = {c1, c2, ..., cn}, the task is to
find the timespans in the video transcripts T =
{t1, t2, ..., tn | ti ∈ C ∧ (ti, q)} where (ti, q) denotes
a semantic link between the information presented
in the timespan transcript and the argument put
forward in the judgement segment.
We extracted 7 UKSC case judgements consist-
ing of 1.4M tokens scraped from the official site
of the UKSC4. The transcription data consists of
53 hours of video material for the selected cases
obtained from the UK National Archive5. The video
sessions were transcribed by our custom speech-
to-text model. Next, we ran several preprocessing
steps to obtain the best linking accuracy between
a judgement segment and the relevant timespans
in the transcripts.

2.1. Data Processing and Preparation
The main challenge in preprocessing the dataset
was how to segment the judgement text into seman-
tically cohesive sections that would be treated as
queries in our IR method. We noticed that typically
the Supreme Court judgement is structured man-
ually into sections such as: “Introduction", “The
context", “Facts of the Case", “The Outcome of
the Case", etc. However, after we carefully scru-
tinised the dataset, we found that the naming of
sections is not consistent. On the other hand, the
judgement texts are consistently divided into enu-
merated paragraphs (typically a digit(s) followed
by a dot). We opted, therefore, for segmenting the
judgement text into windows of enumerated para-
graphs. After experimenting with different window
sizes, the optimum window size consisted of three
enumerated paragraphs. The average length of
this window was 389 tokens per segment.
The preprocessing of the transcription consisted
mainly of excluding very short timespans since they
were mostly either interjections (e.g. “Yes, sorry,
I’m not following", “I beg your pardon.", etc.) or
reference to logistics of the hearing (e.g. “This
is your paper, isn’t it?", “Please turn to the next
page. ", etc.). We chose to exclude transcription
spans less than 50 tokens as an empirical threshold

4https://www.supremecourt.uk/decided-cases/
5https://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/

for semantically significant conversation units. For
both the judgement and transcript data, we cleaned
empty lines and extra spaces but kept punctuation
intact especially in judgement segments as it is
essential in identifying names of cases and legal
provisions6

2.2. Stage 1: Zero-shot Information
Retrieval

The ability of an IR system to retrieve the top-N
most relevant results is usually assessed by com-
paring its performance with human-generated sim-
ilarity labels on a sentence-to-sentence or query-
to-document similarity dataset(s) (e.g. Agirre et al.,
2014; Boteva et al., 2016; Thakur et al., 2021).
In order to create a human-generated evaluation
dataset, we needed human annotators to manually
check the correct links between judgement seg-
ments and the timespans of video hearing tran-
scripts for each of our chosen cases. However,
in our use case, this is not feasible since to anno-
tate one Supreme Court case with, for example, 50
judgement segments and 300 timespans of video
transcript, the annotators will need to read 50 x 300
judgement-timespan link, which amounts to 15,000
document-to-document link per case.
To overcome this problem, we adopted a zero-shot
IR approach. Accordingly, we embedded all judge-
ment and transcript segments in our corpus into the
same vector space and used the cosine similarity
as our semantic distance metric to extract the top
closest 20 transcript timespans per judgement seg-
ment in the vector space. We first experimented
with different ways to encode the judgement seg-
ments and transcription timespans as numeric vec-
tors for a single case in our dataset. Then, we
assigned a human annotator, post-graduate law
student, to evaluate the first 20 links produced by
the model. The annotator compared each judge-
ment segment against each timespan to choose
either ‘Yes’ there is a semantic link or ‘No’ there
is not. This was done using a specially designed
interface which also allowed them to play the cor-
responding video timespan if necessary. The IR
models used for our experiments are the following:
A. Frequency-based Methods (keyword search)
Okapi BM25 (Robertson et al., 2009): BM25 is
a traditional keyword search based on a bag-of-
words scoring function estimating the relevance of
a document d to a query q, based on the query
terms appearing in d. It is a modified version of
the tf-idf function where the ranking scores change
based on the length of the document d in words,

6The UK legal system has a unique punctuation style
for case names such as “R v Chief Constable of South
Wales [2020] EWCA Civ 1058" which are crucial in un-
derstanding legal precedents.
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Model MAP@5 Recall@5 MAP@10 Recall@10 MAP@15 Recall@15
GPT 0.96 0.33 0.89 0.57 0.85 0.77
Entailment 0.87 0.32 0.85 0.55 0.82 0.79
Glove 0.81 0.27 0.77 0.53 0.61 0.78
BM25 0.87 0.29 0.81 0.53 0.78 0.77
Asymmetric 0.94 0.32 0.88 0.54 0.83 0.77

Table 1: Results of Unsupervised IR for linking Judgements to Video Transcripts in One Case

Model MAP@5 Recall@5 MAP@10 Recall@10 MAP@15 Recall@15
GPT 0.691 0.391 0.622 0.657 0.711 0.914

Entailment 0.615 0.348 0.568 0.611 0.66 0.885
Glove 0.526 0.316 0.506 0.602 0.607 0.884
BM25 0.655 0.377 0.612 0.659 0.698 0.902

Asymmetric 0.602 0.347 0.553 0.619 0.664 0.908
LegalBert 0.557 0.326 0.531 0.613 0.632 0.896

Table 2: Results of Unsupervised IR for linking Judgements to Video Transcripts for All Cases

and the average d length in the corpus from which
documents are drawn.
B. Embedding-based Methods
Document Similarity with Pooling: We experi-
mented with different pooling methods of the GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014a) pretrained word embed-
dings. The GloVe vector embeddings are created
by unsupervised model training on general domain
data (Pennington et al., 2014b). We create vec-
tors for the judgement segment and the transcripts
spans from the mean, minimum and maximum val-
ues of the GloVe embeddings.
Entailment Search: We use embeddings from a
pretrained model for textual entailment which is
trained to detect sentence pair relations, i.e. one
sentence entails or contradicts the other. We em-
ployed the Microsoft MiniLM model (Wang et al.,
2020b) which is trained on the Microsoft dataset
MiniLM-L6-H384-uncased and fine-tuned on a 1B
sentence pairs dataset. The potential link in this
case is whether or not the judgement paragraph(s)
entails the particular segment of the video tran-
script.
Legal BERT: Our dataset comes from the legal
domain which has distinct characteristics such as
specialised vocabulary, particularly formal syntax,
and semantics based on extensive domain-specific
knowledge (Williams, 2007; Haigh, 2018). For this
reason, we employed the Legal BERT (Chalkidis
et al., 2020) which is a family of BERT models for
the legal domain pre-trained on 12 GB of diverse
English legal text from several fields (e.g., legisla-
tion, court cases, contracts). The judgement text
and the video transcript data were converted into
the Legal BERT pretrained word embeddings.
Asymmetric Semantic Search: Asymmetric sim-
ilarity search refers to finding similarity between

unequal spans of text, which may be particularly
applicable to our case where the judgement text
may be shorter than the span of the video transcript.
For this purpose, we created the embeddings us-
ing the MS MARCO model (Hofstätter et al., 2021)
which is trained on a large scale IR corpus of 500k
Bing query examples.
GPT Question-answer linking: In this setting a
question-answer linking approach is adopted where
the selected judgement text portion is treated as
a question, and the segments of the video tran-
script as potential answers. We use pretrained
embeddings obtained from OpenAI’s GPT latest
text-embedding-ada-002 model which outperforms
GPT previous most capable model, Davinci, at
most tasks 7. The context length of the ada-002
model is increased by a factor of four, from 2048
to 8192, making it more convenient to the long
documents in our dataset. We use the model’s
contextual representations of our corpus to find an-
swers in video timespans for each segment in the
judgement which is treated as a prompt query.

2.3. Results of Pre-fetching
To assess the performance of each model in com-
parison to the human judgement, we calculated
the Mean Average Precision (MAP) which is the de
facto IR metric:

MAP =
1

Q

Q∑
q=1

AP (q) (1)

where Q is the total number of queries, in our case
the judgement segments, and AP (q) is the aver-
age precision of a single query q. AP (q) evalu-
ates whether all of the timespans assigned as rel-
evant by the annotator are ranked the highest by

7https://openai.com/blog/new-and-improved-
embedding-model
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the model. We calculated MAP for the first 5, 10,
and 15 judgement-timespan pairs.
As can be seen from Table 1, the GPT model
demonstrated the best performance in comparison
to the other models. Thus, to create a dataset for
annotation for the rest of the cases, we extracted
the top 15 links for each judgement-transcript seg-
ment according to the cosine similarity scores of
the GPT embedding model. We also extracted
5 links with the lower ranks (50 to 55) to avoid
bias to the GPT model and randomly shuffled the
20 links for each judgement-transcript segments.
After this processing, the dataset constructed for
manual annotation consisted of 3620 judgement-
to-transcript documents. The human annotators
were again asked to judge whether the extracted
timespan transcripts are semantically linked or not
linked to the judgement paragraph(s). The human
annotations were compared to the results of all the
embedding models mentioned above.
Again as shown in Table 2, the GPT text embed-
ding model shows superiority over the other models.
Thus, the approach of treating the judgement seg-
ment as a query and the transcription of the video
sessions as the corpus in which we try to find the
answer gives the best MAP results for the first 5, 10
and 15 links. It should be pointed out that our use
case is different than a typical IR task where the
efficacy of the model is evaluated by its ability to
get the best links in the very first few hits (optimally
hits 1 to 5). The reason is that the output of the
model is used to bookmark the long video sessions
at the parts most relevant to the legal argument
stated in the judgement segment. The end-user
of our UI can watch or draw the cursor around the
bookmarks to get more information. Accordingly,
our system’s priority is to extract as many relevant
bookmarks as possible from all the true relevant
links in the long video sessions. Recall@15 and
MAP@15, therefore, are of the highest importance
in our retrieval results. Thus, the zero-shot retrieval
by the GPT 3 model was chosen for annotation.
After annotation, we compiled a dataset of 3620
judgement-to-transcript documents annotated with
gold-standard similarity labels. In the next section,
we describe our method for augmenting this data.

2.4. Stage 2: Data Augmentation
The task of annotating our dataset is both expen-
sive and time-consuming for two reasons: 1) it
requires annotators with legal knowledge and 2)
it involves the reading and understanding of the
case particulars by the expert annotator in order
to understand the latent semantic relevancy that
can be used to extract more relevant links. For this
reason, we decided to employ AI generative tech-
nology to augment our gold-standard dataset that
was used in the preliminary experiments (Saadany

and Orǎsan, 2023). The augmented dataset are
used in this research along with the gold-standard
for training a relevancy model. Recently, several re-
search studies have managed to successfully use
ChatGPT prompt engineering as an aiding tool for
several NLP tasks (e.g. Qin et al. (2023); Wang
et al. (2023); Törnberg (2023)). One successful use
of prompt engineering has been the use of Chat-
GPT as a substitute for crowd-sourced paraphras-
ing. Research has shown that ChatGPT-generated
paraphrases are lexically and syntactically more di-
verse than human-generated ones (Cegin et al.,
2023).
Accordingly, we used the InstructGPT API set
role prompt strategy to extract paraphrases for
the transcript side of the positive instances in
our dataset (Ouyang et al., 2022). The follow-
ing prompt was used to create paraphrases of the
transcript segments:

I want you to act like a British lawyer. Para-
phrase the following text:

The paraphrases were created by the text-
davinci-002 model and we set the parameters of
max_tokens to 1400 tokens and the temperature
to 0.7 to balance the degree of randomness for the
models output. A sanity check was conducted on
a sample of the AI-generated paraphrases by a
legal expert in our research team to make sure the
paraphrased transcript reflect the same meaning
as the original.
In order to generate negative samples, we adopted
two techniques. The first was random shuffling of
judgement-hearing segments from different cases.
To reduce the effect of randomness, we chose the
judgement-hearing segment pairs with the highest
cosine similarity scores between their GPT 3 text
embeddings. The second technique was the in-
batch negative sampling during training which will
be explained in the next section.
The augmented dataset amounted to 7248
judgement-hearing links with ≈42M tokens. We
used both the gold-standard and the augmented
datasets to build a judgement-hearing relevancy
model. Our experiments are explained in the fol-
lowing section.

3. Experiments
The end-product of our project is a UI that book-
marks important timespans in the UKSC court hear-
ing videos and links them to the judgement seg-
ments. Accordingly, we aim to use the compiled
dataset to build a relevancy model that is capable
of extracting as many transcript segments as pos-
sible per each judgement segment for the UKSC
cases in the dataset. In the following sections, we
show our experiments with training several mod-
els on both our gold-standard seed and our aug-
mented dataset. The evaluation of each model
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is based on the provided gold-standard labels for
each judgement-hearing segment.

3.1. Baseline Model
For our baseline, we train a logistic regression
model with the GPT 3 embedding representations
with and without data augmentation. We use the
concatenated vectors of each judgement-segment
pair in one setting and in another we add the cosine-
similarity as a scalar feature.

3.2. Cross-encoder
Recently, one of the most accurate methods of sen-
tence comparison in IR tasks is the cross-encoding.
In a cross-encoder, two sequences are concate-
nated and sent in one pass to the sentence pair
model, which is built atop a Transformer-based lan-
guage model. The attention heads of a Transformer
can directly model which elements of one sequence
correlate with which elements of the other, enabling
the computation of an accurate relevance score (Liu
et al., 2022). We trained a cross-encoder built on
top of the distilled version of the RoBERTa-base
model (Sanh et al., 2019) from the Huggingface
library8. The hyperparameters we used for training
are: batch size 16, num_epochs 4, warmup_step
10% of the training data, and a binary classifica-
tion evaluator every 1000 steps. We trained the
cross-encoder on both the augmented and non-
augmented dataset.

3.3. Cross Tension with In-batch
Negative Sampling

To minimise the effect of random negative sam-
pling in the augmented dataset, we experiment
with an unsupervised learning approach with in-
batch negative sampling. Adopting Carlsson et al.
(2020) contrasting learning (CT), we train two inde-
pendent encoders on judgement-hearing segment
pairs initialised with identical weights, where for
each randomly selected segment s, K irrelevant
segments are sampled along with one relevant seg-
ment to create a K + 1 batch as a training sample.
The CT objective of the two independent encoders
is to maximise the dot product between sentence
representations of irrelevant segments and min-
imise the dot product between relevant ones. We
hypothesise that using in-batch negative sampling
gives a stronger training signal than the random
shuffling of judgement-hearing segments in creat-
ing semantic representations. We initialise our two
encoder models with distil-bert-base-uncased pre-
trained embeddings (Sanh et al., 2019) from the
Huggingface library9. We train the encoders for

8https://huggingface.co/
distilroberta-base

9https://huggingface.co/
distilroberta-base

four epochs with a batch size of 16 segments with
300 max size tokens and a learning rate of 5 e−5.

3.4. GPT3 Embedding Customisation
To optimise the performance of the best IR model,
we customised the GPT embeddings to be more
domain specific. The GPT embedding model used
for our retrieval is trained on different datasets used
for text search, text similarity, and code search. In
order to customise the GPT embeddings to our
legal dataset, we follow the OpenAI method for em-
bedding customisation (Sanders, 2023). We train a
classification model on our human-annotated data
with the following objective:

SEmin = minSE(x) | x ∈ {−1,−0.99, . . . , 1} (2)

where x is the cosine similarity threshold between
the positive and negative class which we obtain by
sweeping between cosine similarity scores from -1
to 1 in steps of 0.01 to get the lowest standard error
of mean SEmin for the cosine similarity distribution.
The output of this training is a matrix M that we
multiply by the embedding vector v of each judge-
ment and transcript segment. This multiplication
produces customised embeddings which are more
adapted to our legal dataset relevancy distribution.
After training, the customised GPT embeddings
reduced the overlap between the relevant and irrel-
evant judgement-hearing links from 70.5% ± 2.7%
to 73.0% ± 2.6%. We used the customised embed-
dings in training a regression model on both our
augmented and non-augmented dataset. We also
experimented with incorporating the customised
cosine similarity scores as a scalar feature.

3.5. Results
Table 3 shows the results of the different models on
a test set with gold-standard labels. As can be seen
from the table, the concatenation of the GPT 3 cus-
tomised embeddings for both the judgement and
the hearing segments with the their cosine similarity
scores produce the best overall scores. Although
the performance of a cross-encoder trained with
the non-augmented dataset is best in extracting rel-
evant judgement-pairs with a recall of 0.93, its pre-
cision is much lower than the GPT 3 embeddings
with and without data augmentation. Similarly, the
recall of the Cross Tension (CT) bi-encoder with
in-batch negatives is around 6% higher than the
GPT 3 customised model, however, its precision is
significantly lower. Moreover, generally speaking,
the model’s performance improves by augmenting
the seed dataset with AI-generated samples. Since
our aim is to extract as many relevant judgement-
hearings links as possible from our UKSC cases,
the GPT 3 customised embeddings with their sim-
ilarity scores renders the best model for our use
case.

https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base
https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base
https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base
https://huggingface.co/distilroberta-base
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Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1
GPT 3(-) 0.69 0.84 0.64 0.73
GPT 3(+) 0.78 0.85 0.75 0.80
GPT 3(+) + cos_sim 0.83 0.91 0.79 0.85
GPT 3 Customised(+) 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.83
GPT 3 Customised(+) + cos_sim 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.85
Cross-encoder(-) 0.69 0.61 0.93 0.74
Cross-encoder(+) 0.81 0.79 0.84 0.81
CT with in-batch negatives 0.69 0.63 0.90 0.74

Table 3: Results of Relevancy Models on Augmented (+) and non-Augmented (-) Dataset

4. Error Analysis and User Feedback
We conducted error analysis on a sample of the
judgement-hearing segments that had a high rele-
vancy score by our best model, but was deemed
irrelevant by our human annotators. We noticed
that one of the main causes was phrases that ap-
pear with high frequency in both the judgement’s
paragraph and transcript’s segments. For exam-
ple, in a case concerned with an appeal of a ten-
ant against his evacuation by the London Borough
Council 10, the lawyer in the transcript segment re-
peatedly refers to “arrears of rent”. The relevancy
model classified this segment as relevant to the
introduction paragraph of the Judgement whereas
our expert annotator decided it was irrelevant as
the lawyer is talking about a similar case and not
the one brought before the court. We hypothesise
that due to the frequency in the judgement segment
of the phrase “arrears of rent” and other words from
the same field (e.g. “tenancy of the premises”, “pay-
ing rent”, “Housing Act”, etc.), the algorithm gave it
a high semantic relevancy score.
We have also tested our automatic linking system
as a real-life tool by presenting the UI we created to
a number of stakeholders. We chose entities who
would potentially use the tool for a better access
to Justice. Accordingly, we conducted demos of
the UI platform to the UK National Archives, the UK
Supreme Court and a number of industrial stake-
holders in the the field of legal AI. The tool and
the objective behind its construction received posi-
tive feedback as well as interest in adopting it in a
pipeline of a legal transcription software.

5. Related Literature
Recently, there has been a great interest in utilising
Natural Language Processing (NLP) methodolo-
gies to enhance the analysis of legal texts (Elwany
et al., 2019; Nay, 2021; Mumcuoğlu et al., 2021;
Frankenreiter and Nyarko, 2022). This interest pri-
marily revolves around tasks such as summarising
legal documents (Shukla et al., 2022; Hellesoe,

10Austin (FC) (Appellant) v Mayor and Burgesses of the
London https://www.supremecourt.uk/cases/uksc-2009-
0037.html

2022), predicting judicial outcomes (Aletras et al.,
2016; Trautmann et al., 2022), and preprocessing
and generating contracts (Hendrycks et al., 2021;
Dixit et al., 2022). Furthermore, NLP techniques
for extracting information and determining entail-
ment in legal contexts have been widely applied
(Zheng et al., 2021). These methods aim to either
locate answers to legal inquiries within legal docu-
ments (Zheng et al., 2021) or establish connections
between textual data (Rabelo et al., 2020).
For instance, Chalkidis et al. (2021) conducted ex-
periments employing various Information Retrieval
(IR) models to extract relevant legislative acts from
the European Union (EU) and the United Kingdom
(UK), crucial for organisations’ regulatory compli-
ance. They found that fine-tuning a BERT model
for a specific classification task within their domain
yielded optimal results. Additionally, there is a
growing body of research exploring the utilisation
of large language models in legal contexts (Traut-
mann et al., 2022; Yu et al., 2022; Choi et al., 2023;
Blair-Stanek et al., 2023; Trozze et al., 2023; Guha
et al., 2023).
In the realm of speech-to-text research, the tran-
scripts of oral hearings at the United States
Supreme Court (SCOTUS) have been extensively
analysed. It has been demonstrated that the con-
tent of oral arguments can be indicative of the final
decisions made by the SCOTUS (Shullman, 2004;
Epstein et al., 2010; Black et al., 2011; Dietrich
et al., 2019; Kaufman et al., 2019). Moreover, re-
searchers have employed machine learning tech-
niques to investigate implicit gender bias in SCO-
TUS hearings (Rabelo et al., 2020).
While legal Information Retrieval (IR) research has
seen a notable advancement in recent times, the
utilisation of spoken court hearings for legal IR has
not been given comparable focus to comprehend-
ing and extracting data from textual legal sources.
In our study, we present a commercial solution util-
ising IR techniques to seamlessly link judgements
with video recordings of court proceedings.

6. Conclusion
The most direct benefit of linking of transcribed
hearings and Supreme Court judgements is that it
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assists in understanding those judgements. Writ-
ten versions of the arguments (submissions) made
by the advocates before the Supreme Court are not
normally publicly available. Moreover, when judge-
ments refer to arguments made by the parties, they
do so in a selective, abbreviated, editorialised form.
Thus, hearing recordings are the main source allow-
ing external observers to learn the details of the ar-
guments of the parties. In addition, the recordings
of court hearings contain the questions and com-
ments made by the judges, which may shed light on
the contents of the judgement. Given the systemic
importance of Supreme Court decisions, such ad-
ditional information about Supreme Court cases is
likely to be helpful to academic researchers, prac-
tising lawyers, and even other judges aiming to
understand the broader consequences of the case
in question.
In this study, we introduced the second phase of our
system pipeline, utilising generative AI to automati-
cally connect written judgments from cases in the
UK Supreme Court with their corresponding video
recordings of hearings. Our information retrieval
(IR) system aids users in extracting relevant argu-
ments and data to enhance their comprehension
of the specific cases under examination. While our
system doesn’t explicitly provide answers to legal
professionals’ inquiries regarding legal precedents,
the user interface (UI) facilitates navigation and
filtering of lengthy court hearing videos, allowing
users to efficiently search through numerous times-
tamps. Subsequently, it offers a curated selection
of essential bookmarks, crucial for grasping the
judgment rendered in each case. Beyond its utility
for legal practitioners and scholars, this tool has
broader implications, enhancing public access to
court proceedings and fostering a deeper under-
standing of justice. Moreover, it opens avenues
for new research inquiries, such as investigating
correlations between courtroom proceedings and
judicial decisions. Such analyses could shed light
on the relationship between judges’ statements dur-
ing hearings and their ultimate rulings, as well as
identifying effective advocacy strategies in influenc-
ing judicial outcomes.
Finally, in future stages, we aim to expand our anno-
tated linking dataset and explore the effectiveness
of coupling judgements and video hearings accord-
ing to common legal entities such as articles, legal
provisions and names of similar cases.
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